Different cultures on the same wavelength - ESC XIX
Location: Nyíregyháza, Hungary
Duration: 1st February, 2021 - 31st January, 2022
Participants: 11 volunteers from 5 countries (2 from France, 3 from Russia, 2 from Spain, 1
from Germany, 3 from Italy)
Description of the role and tasks of the volunteer(s)

Radio:

The aim of the project „Different cultures on the same wavelength” is that the volunteers
take an active part in the editing and broadcasting of the Mustár FM (89.6) local civilian
radio, working in team with the Hungarian youngsters (brainstorming, collecting
information, editing, technical tasks, etc…) and they have the opportunity to make their own
regular radio programme which presents the culture and language of the country they come
from in their own language. This program’s name is Language Lesson. Besides they have to
record and edit 6 common programmes called ETW (Experience the World-interviews with
interesting people and stories), Point of View (about the EU actions), Free Topic (as the
name suggests they have free topic choice in this programme), World Politics (about the
worldwide political actions) Gossip show (where they speak about the glamour life) and
Cultural Programme (discussing cultural topics, aspects). During their stay they will be
guided by specialists, and of course we will help them in everything to get to know how to
record and edit radio shows. Besides making radio programmes, they will also have a task,
namingly to provide language club lessons to the residents of the town in their own
languages. These are mainly informal conversations to help the people of the town to
practice the language. The volunteers also get involved in the life of Mustárház, participate
in different programmes and also get to know the Hungarian language and culture.

Our organization rents flats for the ESC volunteers which are close to Mustárház (the venue
of their activities). Everyone has his/her private room and the volunteers share the kitchen
and the bathroom. The volunteers will receive monthly allowance on their Hungarian bank
account which will be opened for them when they will start their project in Nyíregyháza.

Our former volunteers in the Different cultures on the same wavelength program

https://www.facebook.com/evs.mustar/
http://mustarfmradio.hu/
https://anchor.fm/mustarfm
https://www.instagram.com/mustarfm/

